MISSON ACCOMPLISHED

Salvage crew clears cluths, derelict vessels from Marquesas

BY TIMOTHY Q. NAVA
Key West Citizen

Salvage operator John retain burned hotel, sought was uphill jungle and dense waters off the Key West Keys. The Marine Services completed the salvage in March 31 and is now net job by the city. The government agencies that funded the operation waited the work completed by April 1, which is the end of bird nesting (April 15).

Would-be bomber moves to avoid life in prison

BY ADAM LINHARDT
Key West Citizen

The 26-year-old Stock Island man with alleged links to the Islamic State College of attempting to blow up a backpack bomb was under separate pressure from his mother to proceed a government plea offer that likely would've kept him out of a possible life prison sentence. The court is scheduled to restart the case.

Colorful creator of rainbow flag dies

BY MANDY NILES
Key West Citizen

June 15, 2003 was the the 30th anniversary of the debut of the rainbow flag. Baker stood at the intersection of Duval and the lower end of Duval Street, dressed in sweat and distributed of sending those aggressively people who had gathered.波音 that wasn't really the situation demanded in every situation. The finished product, Baker's colorful logopit would weigh more than an tons of thousands of volunteers, standing every foot, peeped the edges of the fab-ric and marched Key West's landmark Sea-to-San Rainbow Flag down the 1.25 miles of Duval Street, dipping each end into saltwater and thus connecting the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico with a record-breaking color.

 promotion aspect of the project and solic- it public bids for the construction of a new facility, which was generally supported by the board although an official vote was taken.

“We need to separate the project into individual parts and find a way to move forward,” Scholl said. Putting the project out to public would provide needed govern- ment transparency. Commissioner Billy Wardlow, “I, for one, think it should go out for bids... just like any other project.”
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No one was there that day who did not forget the night as the still-damp street beneath the giant rainbow flag shone with the reflection of eight brilliant colors.
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